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Abstract
In this research carnivals (as momentary the most massove public culturalentertaining festivities in Montenegro, popularly called fiesta), are being analyzed,
along with their role in construction of state image. Fiestas are in fact, taken as par
excellence social and communicological phenomena, with accent on their integrative
function. And regarding that institutional control over them was taken over by Montenegrin state, as a hypothesis, the question of existence of state "strategy" in creation
of carnival, precisely Mediterranean (from which cultural circle carnival fiestas are
transpiring) identification of Montenegro in domestic and international perception.

Key words: carnivals, fiestization, state image, identity, cultural model.
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Carnival festivities (fiestas) in function of (re)defining state image –
"Fiestization" of Montenegro
Lidja Vujačić

Introduction
It seams that in latter years, Montenegro, maybe more than other countries in
this region, flirt with new forms of state image and cultural identity. For the most part,
reasons for this can be found in renewed independence (21. May 2006. Independence
was voted on a referendum by resigning from state union with Serbia). New system of
government, as well as the preceding socio-political and ideological state that lasted
for years, opened up both for the citizens, and especially for the governing elite a new
‘space’ for the innovation of the country’s image.
But, to create new state image, it was necessary to symbolically separate from
the past, to improve reputation of the country as an area that was involved, indirectly,
into war, burdened with international economic sanctions during 90ies, ideological
and political problems, and with open and undefined question of state construction. In
contemporary circumstances, when the situation was stabilized (at least in the part
concerning positive outcome of the referendum on state independence and keeping
distance in relation to political conflicts in the area), not only the standards were
changed, but also strategies in creating Montenegro new image. Objective interests
and potentials of a country, its position in the region, and its (real and possible) perception in wider European community were viewed, and directions of image creation
for new, modern Montenegro were pointed towards economical area. Touristic orientation of the country has become a base from which state politics would draw ideas
for representation of Montenegro on local and foreign scene.
According to planned public economy vision, changes are at the moment focused toward touristic promotion of the country, emphasizing natural beauties, advertising ecological way of life, promotion of cultural happenings and manifestations,
which identify Montenegro as touristic and multicultural country. By that, Mediterranean cultural heritage is maybe more accentuated, although Montenegro has equally
4
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continental – patriarchal, oriental and other cultural layers in its tradition. Mediterranean tradition and folklore are emphasized through formal and also financial support
from state institutions. 1
Namely, coast festivities or fiestas2 of different profiles (so, as clearly Mediterranean cultural heritage) are emphasizing (advertising) in the public and momentary they are the most massive cultural-entertaining events in Montenegro. Through
ritualization process, they are complementing projected cultural model, which in turn
constructs state image and state identity. Everyday usage of the term fiesta (fešta) in
informal speech, as in media language, for mass, especially carnival-like, festivities
that are being organized throughout Montenegro, makes us think about spontaneous
or intentional "fiestization"3 of state. It seams that this is the reason for great publicity
that is given to carnivals (as the most popular form of fiestas, doubtless), which are
held in Montenegrin coastal region, and even more in other parts of Montenegro. The
best proof for this is printed media, which from day to day during fiesta features titles
like: Thousands of people attend fiesta… Carnival fiesta is over… On vine and bleak
fiesta… Fiesta attracts thousands of tourists…, Visitors thrilled by Feštađuni4…, Fiestas all over Montenegro…, etc. This is why a hypothesis for this paper is – an existence of (un)official "strategy" in construction of carnival (feštađunskog) or Mediterranean image of the whole state of Montenegro. Related to that, questions is open:
what are the mechanisms or strategies that are transforming local festivity (tradition)
to national?

1

One of many examples to advertise is next: “Montenegro – the pearl of the Mediterranean, unique in
many ways, and situated in the south of the Adriatic. There is nowhere else that you can find, in such a
small place, so much natural wealth, beauty, mild beaches, clear lakes, fast rivers and gorgeous mountains – except in Montenegro. In the morning you can wake up along the beautiful Adriatic coast, have
lunch on the banks of Skadar Lake, and enjoy the evening walks in the Montenegrin mountains. Montenegro is a place that cannot leave you indifferent.” - http://www.destination-montenegro.com
2
The word fiesta is of roman origin (lat.-ital. festa - celebration, feast day, holyday), which puts it in
wider Mediterranean linguistic and cultural complex. I would mention that words of roman origin are
integrated into mode of expression that is characteristic for southern Montenegro. Nevertheless, term
fiesta (fešta) is also accepted in wider Montenegrin public, outside of coastal region. This term is used
along with carnival, to describe other public manifestations and spectacles.
3
Fiestization is the term which represents the process of increasing value and importance of fiestas
(fešta) in Montenegrin society
4
This term was for a long time used by local population only to describe participants of the carnivals,
and is now getting a wider usage, so it can refer to guest-participants, and even to guest-spectators of
the carnival etc.
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Subject matter of the research
For the needs of this research as representative festivities (fiestas) two carnivals were chosen (summer and winter), both of which are held in Kotor. Although
there are other coastal cities where carnivals are held, like Herceg Novi, Perast,
Budva, they are only mentioned in this paper because of their phenomenological correlation with aforementioned examples. Ethnographic data about Kotor carnivals
comes from fieldwork and interviews with participants, organizers and spectators.
Also, numerous articles and reports in the media, especially daily papers (Vijesti, Pobjeda, Dan newspapers) were significant. Useful information was obtained from official Internet sites of government and municipal institutions, too.
Main reason for choosing carnivals that are held in Kotor was a fact that these
fiestas have turned into most massive and most popular public cultural-entertaining
festivities in Montenegro, and in the region according to many participants and organizers. These carnivals, otherwise, have support from state institutions (most of all,
from Montenegro Ministry of Tourism and Environment), profitable companies,
which managerial teams are viewed in the public as close to the state establishment
and collective, ambitious goals for tourism improvement, which can be seen from, for
example, official announcement from Ministry of Tourism representative, who sees
carnival as "manifestation that sends positive message about Montenegro touristic
offer."5Also, Kotor carnivals are the most exploited fiestas in the media. Long tradition and continuity are both ascribed to these carnivals (this is noticeable in the official title – Traditional Kotor carnival, which is held every year in February), but
modernization of contents is tolerated (when summer carnival is in question, which
complements the winter one. Under the title of International Summer carnival it was
established, officially, in 2002. and from then on it is held every year in July and August).

5

Press conference held on 13.2.2008. - TVCG1, Dnevnik2 – 13.2.2008.
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Existence of these two carnivals, of which only winter carnival (Traditional Kotor carnival) is perceived as traditional, and the second, summer carnival
(International summer carnival) is perceived as new one (in some interpretations as
artificial, kitschy form of winter carnival) opens a question if there is a “new” (invented) tradition, existing parallel to the “real” one. And which expression of that tradition is dominant in construction of contemporary Montenegrin cultural model. Yet,
problem of correlation of tradition and modern is noticeable not only in folklore
sphere, but also in the domain of wider perception of cultural identity. So, for instance, M. Ivy analyzed relation between traditional and modern in Japanese society,
where perception of the country from the point of view of the other (Western) cultural
model and the picture that country has of itself (Ivy, 1995). However, in the case of
Montenegrin carnivals, tradition and modernity (on institutional level), a both pointed
toward same goal – construction of projectioned cultural model.
That means that carnival festivities, as a "mechanism" through which image
can be redefined, are in this paper analyzed as par excellence social and communicological phenomena. Especially when their integrative function is considered. It is
known that carnivals accentuate inner unity of the community; they are integrative on
the local level, but also outside its boundaries, in case they are "adopted" by more
powerful subject (like in case of Montenegrin carnivals, state in part does). So, for
this analysis culturally-entertaining festivities, and not political are intentionally chosen, to show that they can be one of the more relevant constituents supplements of
cultural identity and state image. It is because folklore contents, as any other cultural
symbols, as well as trivial contents from everyday life can be nationalized. "Nationalization of culture" viewed for instance, in a way that O. Lofgren (Lofgren, 1989)
was using, is in fact identical with the concept of cultural politics, which in general,
acts as mediator between state institutions, on one side and cultural contents on the
other. That is how objectively existing, materialistic principle, of carnivals can be
turned into ideology by "program management". In fact, cultural politics, through
carnival festivities, strives to expand its value and patterns, to standardize country in
sense of identity, whether that is inside country itself, or in sense of integration to a
wider regional community. Integration, in both cases, happens in the domain of cultural exchange, which is especially important to Montenegro because of touristic motives, and carnivals are representation of those motives.

7
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Theoretical definition of the terms festivity and image
From theoretical aspect, subject of this paper is primarily set through analysis
of the terms image and festivity. So it can be noticed, that in spite of differences, in
every approach that analyzes festivities, most of them approaches this phenomena
from functionalistic position. In theory of popular culture J. Fisk (Fisk, 2001), as well
as Malcolmson (Malcolmson, 1982), accentuate strategy of adoption and legalization
of certain festivities, rituals and introduction into socially acceptable (and preferable)
courses. Of course, remodeling of festivities happens mutually and voluntarily. This
tendency can be observed on the example of Kotor carnival. On one side there are
participants and active observers who wish to give wider discourse to contents, and on
the other, state who acts with intention to "discipline" the festivity and introduce it to
mainstream culture which is being forced on the institutional level. That is why
sphere of control is primarily the level on which carnival phenomena should be analyzed. "Control" over fun is apparent in the fact that carnival is held at a certain place
and at certain time, which automatically leads to "adoption" of public pleasures, instead of repression (Fisk, 2002:87). It is obvious that organizers' (patrons’) main goal
is determination of co-ownership over the festivity. Because co-ownership between
local community and state assumes, in the course of time, broadening of meaning for
the contents through different cultural and national discourses. Festivities are, in fact,
easily "transmittable" having in mind that they are an example of entertainment principles, temporary state of euphoria, disintegration of existent differences and strict
taboos, which is accentuated in classic theories of culture (Bakhtin, 1981), so it is
easy to transform them into wider socio-cultural and political courses.
Especially important integrative and structural dimension of festivities is, in
the opinion of J. Đorđević, apparent through its task to "through revitalization of a
myth, bring innovation to beliefs, to imprint present into past, and past into present
and future, to rejuvenate time and regenerate the society" (Đorđević, 1997:6). In that
way festivities, more precise their participants and organizers, periodically reaffirms
tradition (for example, winter carnival) or invent/modernize it (example of summer
carnival). And tradition, real or fictive, is a base of common consciousness for identity construction. Also, aforementioned concept connects festivities with periods of
personal or collective crisis, but connects it with new beginning (birth), too. In metaphorical sense, as stressed already, new beginning is rebuilding of a state, preceded
with socio-economical crisis, but also state identity crisis.
8
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Image is an impression or association of the public about certain subject or entity. In this case, it is about state image, so it is not coincidental that in this paper concept of image is intertwined with a wider concept of national/state, or to a greater extent, supranational identity (which can be, to a certain degree, identified with wider
Mediterranean cultural model).
State image, as any other, is in research experienced as dynamical category,
which means that it allows innovations. Also, because of instability of parameters in
categorial determination of the term, a certain degree of reality fabrication or imitation as one of the attributes of every image is stressed (Skoko, 2006). Possible "manipulative" effect is visible in the fact that criteria on which every image is based, are,
in functional and symbolical way, subject to change. So representations of state in
public can originate spontaneously as a consequence of attributions derived from real
events or inherited stereotypes etc. Conversely is also true, when image is strategically planned, redefined in discourse of different directions, almost as in marketing,
controlled impact by relevant state institutions, media and other relevant actors, so in
this case stereotypes emerge, but intentionally projected.

Mutual conditionality of the terms image and identity in the process of (supra)national identification
Image, therefore, can be intentionally constructed, especially when group institutional image, as state image, is in question. Existent state image in that sense can
be innovated and improved, in accordance with conception of vision of country future. In purpose of that, external changes of image are starting (so called cosmetic interventions, closest to stereotypes), so in time, that can lead to real emotional, cognitive and intellectual transformation of the subject, and with that partly, entering into
domain of cultural and national identity construction.
State (national) identity is clearly much more complex concept than state image. In fact, identity is category that "precedes" it; in fact some identity reality is necessary prerequisite for construction and change of image, but having in mind that
change in image with time impacts change or complementation of collective identity,
especially if ideology that formed previous image is changed. Similarities between
concepts of image and identity are evident in the fact that both are fluid and dependent on the situation. In this paper modernist concept of individual and collective
(state) identity is accepted. It means that identity is flexible category, dependent on
9
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change and innovation, opposed to traditionalistic interpretation that says that identity
is fixed and stable, the expression of previously determined social roles and religious
and mythical system. Identity is constructed through collective culture, language, law,
but also understanding and "defining of the reality in a way that includes beliefs, values and symbols which aids individuals in rethinking their actions and behaviors."
(Koković, Žolt, 2003:50). Although borders of construction of possible identities are
widening in contemporary society, especially when collective identity is at issue, they
are still limited by existent (recognizable) number of cultural and national models.
Constructive nature of identity, along with its transiency (Frisby, 1985) is in
accordance with demands of modern way of life, where dependence from opinions of
other persons, or other collectivities, is increased. For an identity "to be socially accepted and valued it is necessary to be accepted by others" (Kelner, 2004:382). Modern age assumes process of innovation, constant changes and adaptations, and even
goes as far as to destruction of previous forms of life, values and identities, combined
with constant formation of new ones. (Berman, 1982)
Contemporary age is an age of rapid changes, innovations and denial of old, so
identity more and more relates to construction of image through appearance, more
precisely changes on the surface. Identity in that sense depends on a way in which we
construct, perceive, and represent ourselves, to ourselves and others, which in a way
simplifies it and draws it closer to image. Modernist and postmodernist perceptions,
by the way, see identity as a theatrically constructed form, through role-playing and
creation of image. But with that distinction between modernist identity that is linked
“to profession, function in public domain or family and postmodernist identity, based
more on leisure, appearance, image and consumption.” (Kelner, 2004:402).

Carnival festivities in Montenegro
"Everybody to fiestas" ("Svi na fešte") – message of Kotor carnival

Main assumption is, therefore, that (carnival) fiestas are becoming lead scene
presentation of contemporary Montenegro, as it is symbolically stressed by promotional message of Kotor carnival – Everybody to fiestas. It is becoming evident that
fiestas in the last few years are having important impact on process of reconstruction
of representations and associations about Montenegro. Part of Montenegrin public,
especially those living in places where fiestas are held, is identified with that process.
State structures, assisted by institutional levers of management, are trying very hard in
10
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order to popularize fiestas, and to expand symbolic to domestic public in whole. This
is why more and more carnivals and spectacles that get attributes of fiesta are organized. In this process of "fiestization" it is of lesser importance for place where fiesta is
held to match the natural ambient. This can be seen from a fact that, for instance, diffusion of carnival subculture has started to relocate outside from its traditional cultural frames (which are characteristic only for Kotor in actual sense, and partly for
Herceg Novi, which has accepted carnival pattern of behavior, and Budva, based on a
fact that this is the city on the coast) to cities in continental Montenegro. Fiestas, as
well as carnivals, are being organized in continental places, for instance, in Tuzi near
Podgorica or Žabljak in northern Montenegro.
The fact that fiestas, in their current form, are not absolutely a product of tradition, but also dependant of organizers’ goals and interests can be abstracted. Trend of
blending coastal with continental tradition is noticeable in related folklore forms. That
is how, for instance, daily papers featured a text "Majorettes in the mountain" (Dan,
3. August 2007:7) which narrates about majorettes (who are, by the way, support of
coastal city music and exclusively a part of Adriatic cultural model) visiting katun
(seasonal settlement cattle-breeders, half-nomad communities) mountain Sinjavina.
Majorettes have been invited by "Main people of municipalities that surrounds Sinjavinu who agreed to give energy and new contents to the tradition of Ilia's day gathering" (Pobjeda, 5. August 2007:15). This small and controversial example shows
impact of local micro cultural politics. Removed from their cultural background majorettes have established folklore communication between South and North of Montenegro, which in fact is core of exchange and cultural politics, understood as "instrument of connection and communication, which facilitates understanding of different
areas, regions and cultures" (Fabijeti, 2002:66).
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Fešta - Kotor
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Carnivals in Kotor
Two carnivals are organizing in Kotor. First, with official title of Traditional
Kotor carnival is held during February, and the second during July and August entitled International summer carnival. In the rest of this paper character of the carnivals
will be shown, through: - form and dynamic of fešta; - character and ownership of the
places where carnivals are held; - participants; - means of media presentation. There
are two domains that determine them primarily: cultural-ideological and economicaltouristic.
A) This year's Traditional Kotor carnival was held in the interval from 13th to
24th February, and from year to year similar program concept is preserved. Contents
are: masked ball for young and old, culinary nights from bokeška (charactheristic for
Boka Kotorska bay) to Montenegrin cuisine, defile of majorettes (about 300 of them
from four majorette clubs), exhibits of carnival abrum (abrum is an invitation for fiesta used by people of Kotor to invite their fellow-citizens and all the people of good
will to the celebration), klapske nights, carnival caravans and town music and burning of a puppet in front of "prominent court of Kotor community", after which fiestas
in Old Town of Kotor are closed. The repertoire shows presentation of coastal style of
fun. Also, by tradition in the time of the carnival, Kotor's Karampana and Jakolina
(]akolina) are printed. These are humoristic-satirical papers, filled with roman words,
which follow everyday Boka Kotorska from the funny side. So, prologue of Karampana6 says:
From the hill (metaphor for continental Montenegro – L.V.) to the sea –
Everything comes from Kotor!
Masked ball to Bečići,
Sailors to Mlečiće,
Actors to Cetinje,
Students to Dedinje,

6

The first issue of Karampana was printed in 1926. Up to year 1967, it was being released periodically,
in intervals whose duration would vary. That year, the magazine was released on a regular basis as a
‘carnival magazine’, on each ‘carnival year’. Besides, the term Karampana was coined during acculturation processes in Boka Kotorska at the end of 18th and the beginning of 19th century, as a mixture
of Italian and Turkish language, joint in a local term, the literal translation of which is ‘a night pitch
dark’, or “karamu~inu”. It was adopted in a colloquial speech very quickly, and a city fountain was
named thus. Since this fountain was a meeting place, a place where to chat and gossip, this satirical
magazine, in the process of its creation, adopted this very term, in order to symbolically depict the
comic contents issued within.
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"Bokeljka" u Grozni,
Riviera to Krasni,
Printing house to Bar,
Jugooceanija u basin,
Money to Podgorica,
"Parampets" to capitol city.
In Budva "mandraći i ponte",
Daddy's sons towards Londra,
Katastar to Moskva,
And what has left –
Goes to fig!
B) VI International summer carnival was held from 30th of July to 3rd August
2007. Program is, at least broadly speaking, similar to the program of winter carnival.
Although the impression is that it is more glamorous that winter carnival. Especially
if number of participants and amount of advertising is compared, it seams as "over
dimensioned" variant of winter carnival. In its program are following contents: majorettes' procession, fishermen fiesta, children masked ball, bokeška kužina (cuisine of
Boka Kotorska), abrum by boat, concerts, musical happenings and presentation of
carnival groups. Although it is shorter in duration, summer carnival, because of the
more popular time for organizing a carnival, because that time coincides with central
tourist season and thus attracts more guests, and this is the reason for summer carnival
to have better rating. This is true for guests as well as organizers, and especially sponsors. Here, the fact that summer carnival is winner of Wild Beauty Award (2005.) for
its contribution to quality of affirmation and promotion of Montenegro should be
mentioned.

Carnivals (old and new tradition) and policy - However, if carnivals are
compared in sense of authenticity, then it is evident that only winter carnival corre-
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lates with wider tradition of organizing carnival festivities in Mediterranean region.7
By local tradition interpretation, winter carnivals have been held in Kotor for centuries. The oldest known statement regarding this dates back to XIV century, and later,
more frequently, through different documents and papers, carnivals masquerading are
mentioned. Kotor carnivals in the beginning have celebrated the time before Easter
fast, but in time have become "utilized to a set of common and collective happenings"
(Bezinović, 2006:15). Otherwise, the word carnival was arised from Italian word
carnevale and Latin carne vale – “goodbye meat” and refered on fasting, removal of
meat, merrymaking often followed by masquerading. There are information both in
literature and folk tales, about performances of foreign and domestic entertainers who
have been theatrically setting fairy tales and legends. One of the participants, who was
also a member of the organizational team, is almost certain that people of Kotor have
been "gathering", in the same place and with same motive, "for hundreds of years."
There were sporadic discontinuities in time, when carnivals were not held, during
World War II, and some fifteen years after that. Following that, during 60ies of the
last century this practice has been renewed. Carnival chief believes that “the tradition
of carnival reunions is well rooted in Kotor, especially from the beginning of the 19th
century, since that was a town populated by a great number of craftsmen, who are
largely the ones to initiate such gatherings. The regularity of carnivals in Kotor had
been interrupted after World War I and II. Since year 1967, up to the present day, the
carnival has been organized on a regular basis.” 8

In time of socialist regime carnivals in Montenegro were poorly organized.
They had character of municipal fiesta, and main and only contents were masked ball
and local cuisine. They were not well known outside of municipal area. This is maybe
7

Kotor has become a member of the Foundation of European Carnival Cities in 2000. –
www.kotorkarneval.com.
8
The statement of Carnival chief, J. Martinovi} was taken from an internal interview conducted by S.
Stevović as a part of Research on the function of masks in a spontaneously creative game (based on the
example of carnival in Kotor), throughout 2008 which was conducted at the Faculty of Philosophy,
University of Montenegro.
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because main "nation" in socialist regime was working class, more precisely, socialist
working people (Maners). Carnivals were not in accordance with socialist, especially
party oriented cultural model, because they were related with further time and cultural
milieu. They were burdening heritage that transcended boundaries of allowed "ideas
about art of working people" (Bošković-Stuli, 1983:14), which originated during and
after World War II. During that time Montenegro was only one of six republics of
former FNRJ and SFRJ.
With change in politics and ideology, treatments of carnival festivities also
changed. Their value has been increasing, especially since tourism began to be strategically planned. Proportionally, number of days of official carnival duration and work
on marketing of fiesta, have been increasing. Folklore contents that were exploited as
a part of carnivals were enriched. It is interesting how identity model of festivities has
broadened, as on the example of national cuisine. That is how few years ago only bokeška cuisine was exhibited, only to lead to this years offer of simultaneously bokeška, Mediterranean and Montenegrin cuisine. Symbolic of this is apparent, even if
it originated coincidentally. Dishes that were not prominently presented in Montenegrin menus were promoted the most. Goal was to affirm producers but also long forgotten specialties.
"Degustation includes domestic cheese and smoked meat (pršut), domestic vine and
raki (rakija), fish, gnocchi and other popular as well as forgotten specialties from
Montenegrin territory" - words of one of the local hosts.

It is evident that state, through local management, tourist organizations, has
recognized interest, along with local businessmen, to participate in carnival festivities.
There is no other way of explaining this trend of state institutions attention towards
Kotor carnival, if we know that the same or similar festivities were held before, but
they did not have even a close primacy as today. Also, tourism was perceived as economic base for Montenegro before, but carnivals did not have some importance in
country promotion.
Finally, it appears that with help of the media and publicity, which is really
given to carnival fiestas new "space" opens, which can, besides its main commercial
importance, be used for symbolical goals of creation of common identity. (Fisk,
1989). Subject that has patronage over them has a possibility of forming some new
15
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(or, completing old ones) national representations. This is why state tends to "embrace" fiestas, because they are generator of new associations about people and space
where they are held.
Also, if carnival fiestas would be intensified and got more mass character, not
only they would attract thousands of tourists, which is their main goal, but also would
culturally integrate population of coastal zones, by the principle of chain organizing
of carnivals in Herceg Novi, Kotor, Budva. In the same way carnival practice an (and
does) involve population from non-coastal parts of Montenegro into familiar behavioral pattern or cultural model. In that sense it could be discussed about creation of
"carnival" identity, real or fictional, in Montenegro. By intermediary incorporation of
carnivals, state in fact makes it available to everyone, to the entire domestic public.
This is why ideological connotation of their contribution to the carnival is often not
"visible" to the participants. They are not identifying, not even on the individual level,
too much with meaning given to them on the outside level. This is especially noticeable when viewed from outsider point of view, from the angle of other cultural models. This is why not participating in carnival implicates acceptance of identity praxis
too (if there is sympathy for the contents, or just knowing what they are etc.).
Scenery and stage - In carnival scenery, as regular symbols, carnival flags are
dominant (blue-red-yellow squares with Kotor coat of arms) and signs or logo of the
sponsor, too. State symbols were not exhibited anywhere in the iconography. Music
during the carnival days was "authentic" for the carnival. When caravans are in question, there were different themes present, starting with pirate, clowns, fairies and sorcerers, cartoon characters, Hitler and even to, for example, group mask which represented king Nikola II Petrović, queen Milena and entire court suite this was at the
same time one of most successful group masks and was awarded. Otherwise, are making their masks and costumes during one or a few months.
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Participants - With institutionalization of Kotor International summer carnival in 2002. which is since held during July and August, is basically made a move
which followed before mentioned idea of diffusion of the carnival to a wider space.
First step in establishing summer carnival was made by local devotees of Mediterranean tradition. But the support obtained form municipal and state government gave
the carnival and all previous fiesta "usable" and commercial value. Discontinuity in
function of "social time" (Kovačević, 1985:152), has been compensated by contents
interchanging between old/winter carnival and inclusion of meaning

of the

new/summer carnival. The question of old and new folklore has been abstracted and
lost in the interests of participants and organizers. This could be also said for the local
population, who should be, by inertia, "appropriating" winter carnival, because of its
more authentic spiritual and cultural fund, constructed tradition represented through
summer carnival is not a particular problem. The reason for this is maybe that summer
carnival is more dynamic, gather more participants and spectators, and crucially, it is
more solvent. Large part of the population in the coastal zone is directly or indirectly
involved into touristic activity. For student and innkeeper M.Ž. from Kotor:
"Only winter carnival is real, but summer one bring profit, and this is why he, as most
of other people from Kotor, is looking forward to it. The difference is apparent in the
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fact that local feštađuni participate in the winter carnival, and summer gathers more
outsider participants. Masked caravans comes from wider region of Adriatic, and this
lessens "leading" role of domestic residents.”

Summer carnival is, in fact, modernized tradition that is true to laws of mass
culture and market. This is especially appropriate for spectators – guest from elsewhere, because they do not feel differences in (not) understanding of local contents of
the carnival. In this way, from the position of a guest, professor A.B. from Podgorica
experiences fiesta. She regularly visits both carnivals with her family. Winter carnival
is more "closed" (since in its organization local residents mostly participate, and this
automatically give outsider role to the visitors – L.V. note). Summer carnival feels
"more familiar and interesting, as it assumes other sorts of fun beside old-Kotors's
fiesta" (this could be interpreted like local contents are diminished, there is less of the
authenticity, and this is why she feels less as an foreigner, and more as integral part of
the manifestation – L.V. note). Carnival chief considers “winter festivities to be traditional in character, whereas summer carnival and masquerade are opposed to it and
therefore ‘outsiders’, since they do not have a long tradition, because their beginnings
are associated to year 1970. Their function is not the improvement of tourist supply,
and therefore the prolonging of tourist season, the aim of which is to provide entertainment for the tourists as well as the locals. They are products of contemporary society and have nothing to do with tradition.”9
Organizers and patrons - Nongovernmental organization Fešta, founded in
1999. organizes carnivals in Kotor, under the patronage (pokroviteljstvo) of Ministry
of Tourism and environment of Montenegro, Municipality of Kotor, Tourist Organization of Kotor. Term patronage is often used in Montenegro for public institutions
that are assuming responsibility for supervision and supporting events of state importance. Patrons, as a matter of fact, are letting the public know that event is a spectacle
of greater significance and that it is in accordance, or better yet, conforms to cultur9

The statement of long-standing Carnival chief MA Jovica Martinović is also taken from the aforementioned work of S. Stevović. He was appointed this position by the Carnival executive committee.
The right to hold this position permanently is earned by the candidate’s participation in carnival contents. Chief’s primary obligations are following: preparation of structure and organization of festivity;
managing of preliminary sessions of the Carnival managing committee, which can be held several
times during ‘carnival day’; and finally, leading carnival procession and preparing the content of the
campaign.
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ally-ideological orientation of the official Montenegro. Hence, current minister of
tourism holds a title of Senator of Montenegro carnivals.
Sponsors - In financial sense, carnival in Kotor is supported by many sponsors
from more powerful state and private companies, which have an interest to advertize
themselves through sponsorship. And also, to indicate themselves as someone who is
part of ideological course followed by governing structures. This is how, among most
significant sponsors are, from year to year, ProMonte (general sponsor), Nikšićko
beer, Jugopetrol, Lovćen insurance (they are among, so called, golden sponsors),
Autoboka, Plantaže etc. some of the sponsors served as an inspiration for masked ball
themes, so they were represented theatrically (ProMonte and Nikšićko pivo).

Co-ownership over event (location and policy) - This year, "traditional" sponsors were accompanied by hotel Splendid. This year's Traditional Kotor masked ball
was held there. As V. Bajrović, president of Fešta organization, says, hotel Splendid
was chosen for the location for the masked ball because other hotels in Kotor were
renovated at the time, and Splendid is "the biggest hotel in Montenegro". Hotel is, by
the way, located in Bečići, and not in Kotor. The most spectacular events in Montenegro, from the entertainment, but also political domain, in which political elite participates, are held there. This is why intentional "glamorization" of the carnival (and, in
this case, about its transferment from natural space in Old Kotor) and control over
masked ball fešta (by “rented” the space).
Medium presentation of fiestas - Among media sponsors of carnivals is always
present (state) Montenegro television, along with other private media. Publicity given
to the carnival by reports and texts in the media is, speaking of which, very important,
as audience, or more precisely, public assumes representations presented to them and
identifies with them, and finally accepts behavioral patterns. (Kelner, 2004:397). At
firs glance, it appears that there are less articles about fiestas, particularly in those
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media judged as pro-Serbian, which is not prone to value "western" (roman, Mediterranean carnival) tradition, as for example daily paper Dan. On the contrary from, for
instance, state newspaper Pobjeda, or in pro-Montenegrin independent daily paper
Vijesti.
Obvious example, which shows unequal distribution of texts, are the reports of
closing of the carnival, which is central, most important event of the festivity. Vijesti
emphasized the event on the front page by the title: Thousands of visitors and great
procession of masks represented the end of Kotor carnival (25th of February 2008.).
Pobjeda stated: Traditional winter carnival was held in front of thousands of Kotor
residents and their guests (25th of February 2008.). Opposite to this, Dan reports of
ending of the carnival with an article: Winter carnival festivity in Kotor ended, on its
19th page in culture column (25th of February 2008:19). Otherwise, the last day of the
carnival, by the rule, presents most popular contents. First, masked processions are
displayed on the city boardwalk, which are at the same time the most attractive part of
the carnival, and then puppet mascot, "which is responsible for all the misfortune of
the last year", is burned. This year's puppet was humorously named Ekstazis MariHuan, with clear association to the problem of narcotics consumption in Montenegro.
Still, it is apparent that, at least this year, social, and not, for example, more sensitive
actual political or economical, problem was chosen as theme for the carnival. One of
participants concluded that the theme is general, and that "something that has already
been burned and condemned is being burned, avant-garde is missing.”10
Statistics - Therefore, with support from the state, most of all, Ministry of
Tourism of Montenegro, and powerful sponsors, carnival fiestas are becoming the
greatest touristic-cultural manifestations in Montenegro, visited by tens of thousands
participants and guests. Official, local statistics states "about 35000 participants, with
the procession with 1000 masks," also, statement given by V. Bajrović, published in
daily paper Vijesti from 26th of July 2007. (Regions column). Number of winter carnival visitors is not as great, and varies between five and seven thousand. Then again, if
number of guests of carnivals in Herceg Novi and Budva is added to this number,
10

According to the indictment statement Ekstazis Mari-Huan was convicted: “For instructing youth to
evil, allured them from home and school, and left them in hell without control.” The honor of lighting
the pyre was, as previous years, given to Chief of the carnival, dressed in costume of city orchestra.
Burning was held on previously determined location on the boardwalk (on Maceu), in order for it to be
distinguished from celebratory, positive space.
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then the total number surpasses several tens of thousands, on annual level. Having in
mind total population of Montenegro (by official registry from 2003. it has the population of 620.145), it is really impressive number of carnival visitors. This is why carnival is assigned into official touristic offer of Montenegro as one of main manifestations of the country (See: web site of Ministry of Tourism, particularly its tourist center – www.mtc.cg.yu)

Conclusion
The carnival festivities in Kotor, and other a popular fiestas were in this work
analyzed not only as a folklore content that is characteristic for one regional cultural
space, but also in their function of building and re-defining the image of the country.
Actually, the research is focused on the recognition of ideological currents and official institutions which, through their participation (as sponsors and patrons), turn the
local celebration into manifestation of a greater national (cultural, economic, and
therefore- national) importance, and thus, in this particular case, the government is
being associated with the Mediterranean cultural area. It is also one of essential ambitions of the official cultural and economic politics of Montenegro- to present the
country as a tourist country in a domestic and foreign trade with, among other things,
its persistent Mediterranean tradition.
Therefore, state institutions, besides locals, play the part of joint owner of carnival festivities, which provides them with a certain “control” over this event, in terms
of publicity, advertising of this manifestation, and therefore partly over the direction
of the festivities’ content i.e. its symbolic meaning. It is well known that the subject
that has patronage over this or any similar mass event also has the possibility of completing and defining existing cultural (and national) notions. By intermediary incorporation of carnivals, state in fact makes it available to everyone, to the entire domestic public. In this way the continuity and discontinuity in taking place of the carnival
is abstracted. Therefore, only the winter carnival has decades and even centuries long
tradition of occurrence, whereas summer carnival is a product of contemporary culture (the necessity) and a longer period of time is not its characteristic. To that end,
reasons for such positioning of carnival festivities can be found in two sources:
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•

The first is the economic (tourist) interest to make local festivity a part of
a network, which will thus attract larger number of domestic and foreign
tourists;

•

The other source is political (ideological-political), but has many facets to
be observed. a) One of those dimensions is distancing of current governing structure and its ideological milieu from the image of previous government who ‘did not care’ for carnivals and similar festivities. Carnivals
gained ‘significance’ when tourism in Montenegro was submitted to strategic preparation. The number of carnival duration and its marketing was
proportionally rising. Besides, in previous political and ideological systems other stereotypes were prominent, and they had their effect on national image - for example stereotypes concerning continental/highlander
types of people, phrases carrying the message of honesty and bravery, i.e.
high moral principles being the foundation of national Montenegrin values, but also those of old-fashioned, patriarchal Montenegrins. Literature
is filled with such stereotypes, as are day-to-day life and jokes etc. Today's
Montenegro aims to liberate itself from these anachronous stereotypes,
however, also constructing new ones in the process. In this way representations about Montenegrins are constructed, through fiestas, as hospitable, friendly, modern hosts who follow Mediterranean way of life. b) Second ideological aspect of the carnival can be observed through aspiration to
make, also, dismissal from others (nations, cultural models). Too, as particular
distance from part of political opposition (now it is pro-serbian ideological
orientations). This is because in Montenegro, as known, two politicalideological currents exists. These two tendencies are debating about national
identity, precisely about ethnic origin of Montenegrins, even after the solution
of state question. They are so called pro-Montenegrin and pro-Serbian national
matrix. How carnival features in this relation? The answer can be anticipated
from the Montenegrin "side", with favoring Mediterranean cultural heritage of
Montenegro, which in turn produces closer relation with roman, but also
neighboring Croatian, Italian cultural model. One participant stated that "she
puts a mask and participate in all fiestas for years, in order to parry to the
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Italians"). On that way chosen cultural model is being established, particularly in relation to non-preferable alternatives.
It is evident from the contents and communicated messages that carnival in
Kotor, also in a way, incorporates the awareness of multicultural Montenegro, having
in mind that it is happening in nationally diverse surrounding (a significant number of
Croatians and Serbs, beside Montenegrins lives in Kotor, as well as in whole Boka
Kotorska). Multicultural of urban concept of the festivity is, incidentally in accordance with civic state system of Montenegro. Nevertheless, in this context this has
only secondary meaning, since multicultural or multinational identity of the carnival
corresponds to wider Mediterranean (regional), and it can be understood as supranational identity. For this reason folklore contents are national and mythical, but also
market related (advertisement). They have an impact on national identification, but at
the same time are becoming a product, or an advertisement for a product that is auctioned (like selling agricultural products, local cuisine, local scenery, local legends
etc. for a purpose of touristic promotion of the region, and subsequently the whole
state).
Basically, carnival aspect of (civic) correlation leads to trans-identity relations
where different cultural, ethnic, political and economical identities are being abstracted into common, wider regional cultural models. Still, its role in that sense is
primarily focused on the construction of particular (supra)national identity. Seeing
that such state identity and a manner of presentation and way of experiencing it (in a
form of image) influences qualitatively to positioning of every country in domestic
and international sphere. Main question is, in the matter of fact, not whether current
state image and identity based on real or imaginary criteria, but who are they "proposed." To more precisely, is national identity being constructed and complemented
because of the need for self-manifestation and self-affirmation or because of emphasizing cultural (national, ethnic) distance towards other. Or, nevertheless, the need for
redefining image in Montenegrin society is a consequence of an aspiration for the
country to be integrated into wider European identity, or simply into global tourist
economy, more quickly.
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